Available spectral space in C-band expansion remaining after optical quantization based on intensity-to-lambda conversion
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SUMMARY A high degree of freedom in spectral domain allows us to accommodate additional optical signal processing for wavelength division multiplexing in photonic analog-to-digital conversion. We experimentally verified a spectral compression to save a necessary bandwidth for soliton frequency shift based optical quantization through the cascade of the four-wave mixing based and the sum-frequency generation based spectral compression. This approach can realize 0.03 nm individual bandwidth correspond to save up to more than 85 percent of bandwidth for 7-bit optical quantization in C-band.
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1. Introduction

The use of an advanced high bit rate optical signal such as a quadrature amplitude modulation optical signal places more load on both the transceiver and receiver sides. At the front end of the receiver side, such a situation makes it necessary to upgrade the bit-rate performance of analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) by introducing optical signal processing starting with optical sampling [1]. ADC is basically composed of sampling, quantization, and coding, and optical technology has already been introduced and installed in the sampling part of some commercial oscilloscopes [2]. Also, 7-bit 40 GSp/s with optical sampling and interleaving has been reported [3]. While optical signal processing in the sampling part overcomes the sampling rate limitation of electrical sampling due to its timing jitter issue, the acceleration of the sampling rate requires a high degree of parallelism of subsequent low-speed quantization and coding parts to match their narrow bandwidth with that of the preceding high-speed sampling part. Since a higher degree of parallelism requires a higher power consumption, optical quantization and coding are expected to solve the power consumption issue by minimizing the degree of parallelism, and several approaches have been investigated in this regard [4-10]. Optical intensity-to-lambda conversion can achieve optical quantization with a single architecture based on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), and soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS)-based optical quantization has been proposed and investigated as one of the promising approaches [4-7]. Since SSFS is one of the ultrafast nonlinear effects in a fiber, it can certainly satisfy the bandwidth matching with high-speed optical sampling over several tens of GSp/s. In fact, 3.8-bit 40 GSp/s optical sampling and quantization have been demonstrated [5]. However, since it requires a broad lambda region for improving its resolution over 7-bit, overextension of the lambda region beyond the C-band (1530-1565 nm) in order to accommodate such broadband signals induces additional costs regarding power consumption and complexity. Recently, we successfully demonstrated 0.2 nm bandwidth spectral compression using four-wave mixing (FWM) in a communication band which could realize over 7-bit optical quantization based on intensity-to-lambda conversion within 35 nm-bandwidth of C-band [11]. To accommodate additional optical signal processing for WDM technology, it is attractive to provide a high degree of freedom in wavelength domain by further spectral compression. However, generation of the third order nonlinear effects is suitable for a short pulse signal with a broad bandwidth but not for a spectral compressed signal with a relatively narrow bandwidth. On the other hand, a periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide has a potential to provide the highly efficient second order nonlinear effect for light a relatively narrow bandwidth.

In this work, we introduce sum-frequency generation (SFG)-based spectral compression [13,14] using a PPLN waveguide and realize a further spectral compression to save a necessary bandwidth for optical quantization. The experimental results show a necessary bandwidth less than 4 nm after SFG-based spectral compression, which could realize over 7-bit optical quantization based on intensity-to-lambda conversion.

2. Technical background and method

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the SSFS-based optical quantization.
An optically sampled signal induces SSFS when propagating in a high-nonlinear fiber (HNLF) and its center wavelength shifts to a longer wavelength, which is approximately proportional to the peak power (analog level) of each optically sampled signal (intensity-to-lambda conversion). Each SSFS signal is identified by a WDM demultiplexing (De-MUX) device like an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) for quantization and is separated into different ports according to each analog level. Each output port can provide a level identification signal for subsequent coding. The number of bits (NOB), namely the resolution of the SSFS-based optical quantization is given by

\[
\text{NOB} = \log_2 \left( \frac{\lambda_{\text{shift}} + \Delta \lambda_{\text{FWHM}}}{\Delta \lambda_{\text{FWHM}}} \right),
\]

where \( \lambda_{\text{shift}} \) and \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{FWHM}} \) are the amount of center wavelength shift and the bandwidth of the optically sampled signal after SSFS, respectively. Eq. (1) shows that the resolution can be improved by increasing \( \lambda_{\text{shift}} \) and decreasing \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{FWHM}} \). The increment of \( \lambda_{\text{shift}} \) and the decrement of \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{FWHM}} \) are experimentally demonstrated using the chirped-pulse amplification technique [6] and the self-phase modulation (SPM)-based spectral compression [7-10,12], respectively. However, as mentioned, taking the additional cost due to the overextension of the lambda region into consideration, the increment of \( \lambda_{\text{shift}} \) should be limited within the C-band; hence, we focused on decreasing \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{FWHM}} \) for improving the resolution over 7-bit. Since the SPM cannot function properly after a certain degree of spectral compression, it is necessary to examine different spectral compression approaches that can work regardless of the degree of spectral compression. Possible approaches include FWM-based and SFG-based ones.

FWM-based spectral compression can be realized by the degenerate four-wave mixing of two linearly chirped pulses and it is suitable for optical pulses with relatively broad bandwidth. Degenerate FWM is one of the third-order nonlinear optical effects used for ultrafast signal processing. Degenerate FWM provides idler waves of frequency \( 2f_1 - f_2 \) and \( 2f_2 - f_1 \) from input waves of frequency \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). Here, when degenerate FWM is induced by the two linearly chirped pulses, which have instantaneous frequencies of \( f_1(t) = f_1 + at \) and \( f_2(t) = f_2 + 2at \), the instantaneous frequencies of the pulses generated from the degenerate FWM are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
2f_1(t) - f_2(t) &= 2(f_1 + at) - (f_2 + 2at) \\
&= 2f_1 - f_2, \\
2f_2(t) - f_1(t) &= 2(f_2 + 2at) - (f_1 + at) \\
&= 2f_2 - f_1 + 3at,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( a \) and \( t \) are the amount of linear chirp and the temporal position in the case that the center of temporal waveform is 0 [s], respectively. From Eq. (2), it can be seen that degenerate FWM can ideally compress the bandwidth of a linearly chirped broadband signal into that of a single wavelength signal having a center frequency of \( 2f_1 - f_2 \).

SFG-based spectral compression can be realized by the second order nonlinear optical effect [13,14] and a PPLN waveguide has a potential to provide the highly SFG efficiency for light a relatively narrow bandwidth [15-18]. SFG provides the waves of frequency \( f_1 + f_2 \) from input waves of frequency \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). Then, when SFG is induced by two chirped pulses which have instantaneous frequencies \( f_1(t) = f_1 + at \) and \( f_2(t) = f_2 - at \), the instantaneous frequencies of the pulses generated from the SFG are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
f_1(t) + f_2(t) &= f_1 + f_2 + at - at = f_1 + f_2,
\end{align*}
\]

From Eq. (3), it can be seen that SFG can achieve spectral compression same as FWM-based spectral compression.

3. Experiment

We experimentally verified FWM-based spectral compression and SFG-based spectral compression.

3.1 FWM-based spectral compression

Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup for verifying the FWM-based spectral compression in a communication band. We used optical pulses irradiated from a fiber laser (Calmar FPL-M2CFF-OSU-01) as the light source for demonstrating spectral compression. The pulse width and repetition rate were 100 fs, and 30 MHz, respectively. Its spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2 The spectrum of the light source (Calmar FPL-M2CFF-OSU-01).](image-url)
of the pulses from port 1 and port 2 were 3 nm and 5 nm, respectively. The pulse from port 1 was propagated through 600 m HNLF ($D = 4.78 \text{ [ps/nm/km]}$, $S = 0.022 \text{ [ps}^2/\text{nm/km]}$, $\gamma = 11 \text{ [W/km]}$) for the generation of SSFS. The band-pass filter (BPF) passed only the wavelength shifted signal. In order to provide a linear chirp to the pulse, it was propagated through 500 m single-mode fiber (SMF). The pulse from port 2 was provided a chromatic dispersion of 17 [ps/nm] by the WSS. They were multiplexed by the 3 dB coupler and were propagated through 92 m HNLF ($D = -0.0185 \text{ [ps/nm/km]}$, $S = 0.03 \text{ [ps}^2/\text{nm/km]}$, $\gamma = 16 \text{ [W/km]}$) for generating the FWM. In order to match the input timing of the pulses from port 1 and port 2 to HNLF, we used the optical delay line.

![Fig. 3 Experimental setup of FWM-based spectral compression for the signal after SSFS: MLFL (mode-locked fiber laser), WSS (wavelength selective switch), HNLF (high-nonlinear fiber), EDFA (erbium-doped fiber amplifier), BPF (band-pass filter), SMF (single-mode fiber), PC (polarization controller), OSA (optical spectrum analyzer), OSC (oscilloscope).](image)

Figs. 4(a) and (b) show the input and output spectra of the 600 m HNLF for generating SSFS. Fig. 4(c) shows the signal filtered by the BPF.

![Fig. 4 Experimental results of the spectra (a) before and (b) after inducing SSFS, and (c) of the signal filtered by BPF on the right side of the spectrum (b).](image)

Figs. 5(a) and (b) show the input and output spectra of the 92 m HNLF for generating degenerate FWM. Fig. 5(c) shows the spectrum of the idler wave. As shown in Figs. 5(b) and (c), the narrowband signal is generated near 1543 nm. Its bandwidth is approximately 0.2 nm. From these results, we can confirm FWM-based spectral compression for the signal after SSFS.
As preparation for introducing FWM-based spectral compression to optical quantization, we experimentally demonstrated this spectral compression in the signals which have the different center wavelength.

Fig. 6 shows the experimental setup for verifying the FWM-based spectral compression for the signals which have the different center wavelength. By means of the WSS, the pulses which have the center wavelength 1556 nm, 1556.5 nm, 1557 nm, 1557.5 nm, 1558 nm were output from port 1 and the pulse which has center wavelength 1550 nm was output from port 2. The bandwidth of these pulses were 5 nm. These pulses were provided chromatic dispersion and generated FWM in the same way.

Fig. 7 shows the FWM-based spectral compression results of different lambda signals. As shown in Fig. 7, it can be seen that the spectral intensity of the light source decreases after 1556 nm as shown in Fig. 2, therefore, as the center wavelength of the pulse is increased beyond 1556 nm, its intensity decreases. From these results, we can confirm that the center wavelength of each idler signal can properly change in response to those of the input signals while retaining the amount of wavelength shift required for optical quantization.

3.2 SFG-based spectral compression

Fig. 8 shows the experimental setup for verifying the SFG-based spectral compression. In this experiment, in order to prevent from increasing the complexity, we used mm order PPLN waveguide which is common size of PPLN waveguide as the SFG device [15-17]. We used the optical source same as Section 3.1. By means of the WSS, pulses having center wavelengths of 1546 nm, 1550 nm and 1550 nm were output from port 1, port 2, and port 3 respectively. The bandwidths of the pulses from port 1, port 2 and port 3 were 3 nm, 5 nm, and 0.2 nm respectively. First, the SSFS signal was generated and compressed by FWM-based spectral compression in the same way as Section 3.1. In this experiment, in order to improve the conversion efficiency, we improved the nonlinearity by using HNLF longer than used in Section 3.1. The pulses from port 1 and 2 were propagated through 521 m HNLF (D = 0.055 [ps/nm/km], S = 0.029 [ps/nm/km], γ = 16 [W/km]) for generating the FWM. We postulated the future use of silicon nanowire by using the higher nonlinearity device for improvement of the FWM conversion efficiency [19]. Silicon waveguide has been investigated and expected to be one of the promising integration approaches because it has several tens thousand higher nonlinear coefficient γ than conventional HNLF [20]. The BPF after 521 m HNLF passed only the idler. The idler and the signal from port 3 were provided chromatic dispersion -500 [ps/nm] and 500 [ps/nm] respectively by the dispersion compensation modules (TeraXion TDCMX). The BPF after erbium-doped fiber amplifier removed amplified spontaneous emission noise. They were multiplexed by 3 dB coupler and propagated to PPLN ridge waveguide (Z-cut, conversion efficiency ~ 0.037 % when continuous wave lights at 1550 nm and 1542 nm with 0.5 mW are converted to 773 nm) for generating SFG. As with inducing FWM, in order to match the input timing of the two pulses to PPLN, we used the optical delay line.
Fig. 8 Experimental setup of SFG-based spectral compression for the signal after SSFS: MLFL (mode-locked fiber laser), WSS (wavelength selective switch), HNLF (high-nonlinear fiber), EDFA (erbium-doped fiber amplifier), VOA (variable optical attenuator), BPF (band-pass filter), SMF (single-mode fiber), PC (polarization controller), DCM (dispersion compensation module), PPLN (periodically poled lithium niobate), OSA (optical spectrum analyzer), OSC (oscilloscope).

Figs. 9(a) and (b) show the input and output spectra of the 600 m HNLF for generating SSFS. Fig. 9(c) shows the signal filtered by the BPF after 600 m HNLF.

Fig. 9 Experimental results of the spectra (a) before and (b) after inducing SSFS, and (c) of the signal filtered by BPF after 600 m HNLF.

Figs. 10(a) and (b) show the experimental result of FWM-based spectral compression for SSFS signal. The narrowband signal is generated near 1542 nm.

Fig. 10 Experimental results of the spectra (a) before and (b) after FWM-based spectral compression. The narrowband signal near 1542 nm is the compressed idler signal.

As shown in Fig. 10(b), the compressed signal was generated more strongly than Fig. 5(b), the experimental result by using 92 m HNLF. From this result, high nonlinearity devices are expected to improve FWM-based spectral compression for optical quantization.

Figs. 11(a) and (b) show the spectra of input and output PPLN, respectively. In Fig. 11(a), the intensity of the signal of 1550 nm from port 3 was very low because the light source was divided into three ports of WSS. As shown in Fig. 11(b), the bandwidth of the SFG signal is remarkably
narrower than the compressed bandwidth of 0.2 nm by FWM-based spectral compression and the obtained bandwidth is approximately 0.03 nm. From these results, we successfully confirmed the further spectral compression for a SSFS signal through the cascade of the FWM-based and SFG-based spectral compression.

Fig. 11 Experimental results of the spectra of (a) input and (b) output of PPLN. The signal of center wavelength 1542 nm and 1550 nm are the compressed idler signal by FWM-based spectral compression and the signal output from WSS port 3, respectively.

In order to verify the applicability of SFG-based spectral compression for SSFS-based optical quantization, we examined the input power dependencies of the center wavelength after the cascade of the SSFS, the FWM-based, and SFG-based spectral compression. Fig. 12 shows the spectra after FWM-based spectral compression for the different lambda SSFS signals corresponding to the different input power. From Fig. 12, it can be seen that both of the center wavelength of the SSFS signals and the compressed idler signals were interlockingly shifted depending on the input power.

Figs. 13(a) and (b) show the experimental results of spectra before and after the further spectral compression through SFG-based spectral compression for the different lambda SSFS signals after FWM-based spectral compression corresponding to the different input power. From Fig. 13(a), the bandwidths of idler signals are less than 0.4 nm before SFG-based spectral compression and they are within the allowable range of the PPLN used in this experiment. From Fig. 13(b), the bandwidths of SFG signals are less than 0.03 nm after SFG-based spectral compression. From these results, we confirmed that each of the input PPLN signals were properly compressed.

Fig. 12 Spectra after FWM-based spectral compression for different lambda SSFS signals corresponding to different input power which is changed by variable optical attenuator (VOA). The groups of spectra around 1560 nm and 1543 nm are those of SSFS signals and idler signals after FWM-based spectral compression, respectively.

Fig. 13 Experimental results of spectra (a) before and (b) after further spectral compression through SFG-based spectral compression for different lambda SSFS signals after FWM-based spectral compression corresponding to the different input power signals.
As mentioned before, the length of PPLN waveguide is about several nm. Therefore, SFG-spectral compression is expected to be achieved by a compact system and not to bring about increase of the complexity. Moreover, the optical components such as couplers, polarization control devices, etc and AWG for De-MUX of the compressed signals have been demonstrated on silicon [21,22]. They are expected to be integrated by silicon photonics technology.

4. Discussion

A nanophotonic PPLN waveguide is reported to show a very broad bandwidth performance (~10 nm at C-band) [15], but there is a tendency that conventional PPLNs have a narrow bandwidth performance (~1 nm at C-band) and the generated SFG-efficiency strongly depends on the wavelengths of input lights [16-18]. The PPLN used in this experiment has the relatively narrow bandwidth of 2 nm at C-band and it is optimally designed for the output light wavelength of 773 nm from the input light wavelengths of 1550 nm and 1542 nm. In fact, the output power is highest near 773 nm, as shown in Fig. 12.

Here, we discuss the degree of bandwidth saving to provide a design guideline of appropriate individual compressed bandwidth to satisfy the demand of the NOB. Fig. 14 shows the necessary bandwidth for optical quantization as a function of the individual compressed bandwidth for different values of the NOB. A necessary bandwidth is determined so as to satisfy the demand of the compressed bandwidth and the NOB. We estimated the necessary bandwidth for the compressed signals after re-converted to C-band by wavelength conversion such as difference frequency generation [18,23]. As shown in Fig. 11(b), the compressed signal of 0.03 nm at 750 nm-band is obtained in experiment. Therefore, by re-conversion of the compressed signals to C-band, the necessary bandwidth for this optical quantization is expected to be significantly reduced by setting the amount of SSFS wavelength shift to smaller. In the case that the PPLN waveguide which has 10 nm bandwidth performance, mentioned in the beginning of this section, is used for this optical quantization, from Eq. (1), the experimental result of 0.03 nm bandwidth after SFG-based spectral compression could realize 8.38-bit optical quantization based on the intensity-to-lambda conversion within one-third of the C-band bandwidth (35 nm). The yellow star mark and the red dotted line in Fig. 14 shows the compressed bandwidth result of 0.03 nm in this experiment and the necessary bandwidth for 7-bit resolution, respectively. From Fig.14 it can be said that necessary bandwidth for 7-bit resolution is within the range of less than 4 nm. With the compressed bandwidth result of 0.03 nm, it is expected to be able to save up to more than 85 percent of bandwidth in the C-band for 7-bit resolution and save a high degree of freedom in wavelength domain.

5. Conclusion

We succeeded in a further spectral compression to save a necessary bandwidth for optical quantization through the cascade of the FWM-based and the SFG-based spectral compression. The experimental results show a necessary bandwidth for optical quantization for 7-bit resolution can be compressed to less than 4 nm which is expected to be able to save up to more than 85 percent of bandwidth in the C-band. The achieved bandwidth saving performance is expected to provide a high degree of freedom in wavelength domain so as to accommodate additional optical signal processing based on WDM technology in photonic ADC.

While a PPLN is suitable for integration, a HNLF is still used for spectral compression. The future development of the system comes to require finding out components which can be highly integrated and silicon photonics is expected to be one of promising approaches to satisfy those requirements.
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